
































































Do you want to use AI that tells 
you how likely your confession
of love will be accepted? 

Love

Do you want to use AI that 
checks your physical condition 
instead of human doctors?

Medical
Care

Do you want to use AI that 
predicts and suggests the most 
appropriate and safest way to 
evacuate?

Do you want to use AI that 
faithfully copies the behaviors 
and words of the deceased?

Disaster
Prevention

Digital
Cloning

I want
to use

I want
to use

I want
to use

I want
to use

60%

91%

89%

8%

I do not want to use

I do not want to use

I do not want to use

9%

51%

39%

47%

AI
as your love 
consultant

n=131

n=677

n=500

n=168

AI
as your
doctor

AI
for disaster
prevention

Digital
cloning of
the deceased

I do not want to use

Higher
rate of

survival

Easy
access to
medical
advice

No need to
visit medical
institutions

The level
of accuracy

will be
higher

Privacy

Judgment
based on the

situation Better
sense of being
protected 

Positive
expectation on
the amount of
information

to use

Positive
expectation

for preventive
medicine

Potential
harm in
politics

Contributing
to a society by
providing our

own data

Nobody/nothing
can replace

the deceased

I cannot
overcome the
death of the

deceased

It seems that
AI controls
my feelings

I do not
think love can
be measured

in data

We do not
have fair eye

on love

It will
ruin my/our

memory

The
need of

palpation

I would
rather talk to
the deceased

people
in my mind

I can talk
to deceased
people from
the distant

past

I am more
comfortable
with human

doctors

Blaming AI
for people’s own 

responsibility

Less
attention to

disaster
prevention

Desire
to seek the

relationships
with people

I do not
have anyone
to talk about

my love

Diagnoses
by AI are not

perfect

No more
shortage of

doctors

It will 
help me to

accept one’s
death

It could
be useful as
references 

Expected
role of AI to
give people

a hand
People

do not judge
perfectly

I can talk
to deceased

people
again

It will
support me

mentally

AI
will be more

accurate

I want to
remember

the
deceased

Some cases
are not easy to
talk to human

doctors 

Positive
predictions will
encourage me

Advice from
AI is just

 a reference, 
not more than

that

Advice
from others

are not
needed

I do not
have a lot of
experiences

Persuit of one’s happiness

Adjustment of individuals and society

Change of social system

Legend

Proximity relationship

Note: Demographic characteristics of participants are shown as 【age/gender】after their opinions.
Gender is shown as M(Male), F(Female) and O(Other).

Negative Positive

Adversary relationship

Choose 1 topic from “Love”, “Medical care”, “Disaster prevention” and 
“Digital cloning of the deceased”.

1

Find a word or phrase that may interest you, based on the colors of four categories.2

Follow the lines and see other's opinions that may be similar to or di�erent from yours.3

How to view this map
From Everyone, for Everyone

Map

Zone: Expectation

Zone: AnxietyZone: Rejection

Zone: Trust

“AI Map: From Everyone, for Everyone” was created based on the Japanese 
opinions from online surveys and surveys on the exhibition floor (Valid data: 
887) on February 2020 at Miraikan. The above pie charts are pros/cons of AI 
in four scenes in one’s life. The left charts illustrate the reasons.

Project “AI Map: From Everyone, for Everyone”
https://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/en/resources/provision/aimap/

Production: Miraikan - the National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation / Miraikan Focus Project Team
 (Fumiya Urushibata, Yoshiyasu Watanabe, Ryu Miyata, Ayuko Sakurai, Atsushi Ozawa and Mizuki Kawano)
Cooperation: The Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence 
Design: Takashi Tokuma (bowlgraphics Inc.)

I am hiding 
my homosexuality, 
and do not have 
someone to talk 
about my love.

【30s/M】
I would take 
any advice because of 
my lack of experiences.

【10s/F】

We depend on 
our subjective 
minds. 

【30s/F】

I would use anything for love 
if they are potentially useful.

【50s/M】

Feelings and 
sensitive 
situations are 
not always 
measured 
in data.

【20s/M】

Predictions are not needed 
for serious occasions
 (like a confession of my 
feelings): they are not 
100% accurate.

【20s/F】

I do not act on others’ advice 
and stay simple: I am the one 
who decides what to do.

【30s/M】

I am not happy 
with the idea of 
being controlled 
by AI.

【30s/F】

I want to keep 
relationships with people 
based in the real world 
as much as possible.

【20s/F】

I will give up on my love with 
negative predictions, but I 
STILL want to find someone 
even if AI says no.

【10s/M】

I had a lot to say, 
but could not tell them 
before they passed.

【20s/F】

I know they 
are fake and 
want to talk 
to them only 
in my mind.

【50s/M】

I want to closely feel
the deceased through body 
language during a conversation, 
such as nodding.

【40s/F】

If I see 
my deceased 
grandmother 
looking at me, 
I will feel 
encouraged.

【30s/M】

It is blasphemous
to create new words
and behaviors as
the deceased.

【20s/F】
 

It takes time to
accept people’s
death.

【30s/F】

Once I talk to AI, I will 
depend too much on it 
and cannot progress.

【30s/F】One’s life is valuable all
the more for one’s 
irreplaceability.
【20s/O】

I want to get clues about how 
to approach the future by talking 
to famous people in Taisho Era 
(the beginning of 20th century).

【50s/M】

It will be harmful 
if one’s death is 
concealed by others, 
leading to potential 
risks of misusing 
one’s death for 
political and/or 
economical 
purposes.

【40s/F】

Many people died from misjudgment 
in emergency, so better prediction 
will save me and others.

【20s/F】

AI can inform me where 
to evacuate in a quicker 
and safer way than 
a person can.

【40s/F】

The system for 
better judgment 
is needed 
especially in 
emergency.

【30s/F】

Quick and accurate judgments will be 
made by AI with correct knowledge and 
analyses, such as when earthquakes 
hit and people are biased.

【20s/M】

My knowledge 
and research skills 
are insu�cient.

【20s/F】

Some people will 
commit a crime like 
a fraud by misusing 
personal information 
from AI.

【20s/F】
 

Detailed and well-
organized data makes 
me feel safer compared 
to the information received 
from TV or SNS in an emergency.

【20s/F】

People
will blame
AI when those 
people predict
incorrectly.

【40s/F】

People may not
be as prepared
as they were
before.

【50s/F】

I want human doctors 
with experiences to hear
of my anxiety that sticks
in my mind.

【30s/M】

I want human doctors to diagnose based on 
what is not clearly seen, such as my impressions 
and feelings of pain.

【40s/F】

AI will give me professional advice 
instead of me researching on the Internet.
【50s/M】

A gift is given to myself and future 
generations through data provided 
and collected from people.

【50s/M】

It is a waste not taking the advantage of 
preventive medicine while patients provide 
their physical data.

【40s/M】

I am afraid of the spread of 
a disease within the instituion.

【40s/F】

I hesitate 
less to see 
gynecologists 
if AI is used.

【20s/F】

I think 
AI diagnoses 
more  
accurately 
than human 
doctors.

【20s/M】

I want to choose 
human doctors as 
long as AI is not 
100% accurate.

【40s/M】

Possible solutions to 
the shortage of doctors 
in this super-aged 
society.

【20s/F】


















